Tips and Advice to Help Introverts Thrive—Their Own Way

Those Seemingly Innocuous
Interactions Give You a Boost
By Peter Vogt
My friend Barbara Winter has a
saying—a philosophy, really, one
so important to her that she has given it an official name.
She calls it her “Do Talk to
Strangers” policy.
Unlike me and many of the other
introverts I know, Barbara is apt to
launch a conversation with her seatmate on the airplane … or with the
person she’s standing next to in line
at the post office … or with the taxi
driver taking her to the hotel.
As she notes in a 2011 blog post,
her Do Talk to Strangers attitude “is
a vital component of traveling—and
[of] being entrepreneurial,” both of
which are central to her life as a selfemployment expert and author of
the bestselling book Making a Living
Without a Job.
But a policy like Barbara’s, it
turns out, benefits a person in ways
that go far beyond the business/
professional context. In fact, studies
show, brief interactions with people
you don’t know personally—your
10-second banter with the barista at

the coffee shop, for example—lead
to positive outcomes, especially, and
perhaps surprisingly, for introverts.
In other words, Barbara is on to
something—maybe even more so
than usual right now, as we all continue to face pandemic fatigue and
isolation in our own ways.

It’s All About Belonging
In 2013, Gillian Sandstrom—then
a Ph.D. student in psychology at the
University of British Columbia—
teamed up with UBC psychology
professor Elizabeth Dunn to see
what effect, if any, simple social interactions with strangers have on us.
Sandstrom and Dunn stood in
front of a busy urban Starbucks
and recruited 60 participants for
what turned out to be an eyeopening study.
Half of the participants were
asked to go inside the shop and be
“social” with the barista while ordering: “have a genuine interaction
with the cashier—smile, make eye
contact to establish a connection,
and have a brief conversation,” as
Continued on page 7
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TIPS, TRICKS, AND TOOLS
BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Bond with People Who Are
“Having a Bit of a Moment”
Networking strategist and selfdescribed “connected introvert”
Nick Shelton was once at a wine
event when he spotted a young couple who had brought their newborn
baby to the gathering.
He actually couldn’t help but
notice them, he says in his book An
Introvert’s Guide to World Domination,
because “that baby was screaming at
the top of his lungs.”
“I looked around,” Shelton
writes, “and everyone seemed a bit
disturbed by it … and for a moment
I thought out loud, ‘Who would
bring a baby to this?’”
But then he had an idea.
“I figured I’d embrace the awkward and go talk to them,” he says.
“So I went up to their table, and
the first thing they did was apologize
for the baby: ‘I’m so sorry.’ And I
was like, ‘Oh no, I don’t care. Babies
cry; that’s sort of what they do. I’m

not mad at you guys. I know you
wanted to come and enjoy this.’”
And then:
“‘I’m Nick. Nice to meet you.’”
Shelton ended up becoming
friends with the couple, a relationship that lasts to this day. And it
all happened because he was willing
to make a human connection with
them when they were in a bind and
no one else was stepping forward.
“When you see someone having

a bit of a moment, it’s really easy to
go and network with them and bond
over the situation,” Shelton stresses.
“You never know what might
come out of these things. So always
be on the lookout for somebody who
might have gotten themselves into
an uncomfortable situation in a social setting, where you can step in
and stand out from the rest to be
remembered just because you were
there to help out.”

you sick to your stomach.
A mental reframe is in order,
writes massage therapist Kelly Bowers, in her recent Massage Magazine
article entitled “Marketing Without
the Ick: Practice Confident Massage
Promotion.”
“Marketing is a service you provide to potential clients,” writes
Bowers, who is also author of the
The Accidental Business Owner.
“Are you rolling your eyes in disbelief?” she then asks. Don’t.
Instead, consider these facts:

You have talents and skills that
someone needs.

MARKETING STRATEGIES

Look at Marketing as a
Service, Not as an Imposition
Maybe you’re an introverted
entrepreneur, seeking to spread the
word about your product, service,
or cause. Or perhaps you’re looking
to “sell” yourself in the context of a
job search or a career change.
Either way, you’ve got some marketing ahead of you. And if you’re
like many introverts, the whole concept of marketing—especially when
it involves self-marketing—makes
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Someone out there needs, specifically, what you have to offer.
But they don’t know you exist
unless you market yourself.
“When you make it easy for [people] to find you (promotion), you
make it possible for them to get the
help they need,” Bowers notes.
“You are actually helping them.”
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MENTAL HEALTH

When Your Brain Won’t Shut
Up, Let Mickey Mouse Speak
That inner voice so many of us
introverts have in our brains isn’t
always an encouraging one. In fact,
it’s frequently a discouraging chatterbox of taunts that just won’t stop
with its criticisms and doubts.
Life and executive coach Lindsey
Hood, author of the book Live a Big
Life in a Quiet Way (see review on
page 6 of this issue), has a clever
way of dealing with this noise—a
technique based on the principles
of neuro-linguistic programming.
When you start hearing the
yammering words in your head,
Hood says, imagine they’re being
delivered by … Mickey Mouse.
Make the voice you’re hearing
high-pitched and squeaky, Hood
says, and imagine it saying the

words very softly, sort of like background noise.
You may ultimately see that
“the words lose power when they
are being spoken by a different
voice,” Hood notes.
“You may [also] notice that when

they are spoken quietly, you can ignore them.”
And you may just find yourself
laughing as you do the exercise,
Hood stresses—a sign that you are
successfully curtailing the words and
their impact on you.

different values, most people appear
to average them in their minds.
“So when you introduce irrelevant or even weak arguments, those
weak arguments reduce the weight
of your overall argument,” Savanthan writes in his recent TED.com
website article “How to Make Your
Arguments Stronger (Hint: Longer
Is Not the Answer).”
What should you do instead?
“The next time you want to
speak up in a meeting, speak in favor of a government legislation that
you’re deeply passionate about, or
help a friend see the world through
a different lens, it’s important to
note that the delivery of your message is every bit as important as its
content,” says Savanthan.
Focus on your strongest points,
Savanthan advises, and resist the

temptation to overargue.
To learn more about the phenomenon Savanthan refers to as the
dilution effect, check out his TED
Talk “What If Your Arguments
Don’t Add Up?”
Visit: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hkFCu6K8Ghw&
feature=youtu.be.

COMMUNICATION TIPS

Trying to Win Someone Over?
Stick to Your Strongest Points
Believe it or not, there’s such
a thing as trying to make your arguments with too much supporting
evidence, according to Niro Savanthan, an associate professor of organizational behavior at the London
Business School.
If you need to make a compelling
case for something at, say, an upcoming meeting at work, the introvert in you might be tempted—understandably so—to research the living daylights out of the issue beforehand, so that you go into the meeting ready to overwhelm any counterargument(s) that might come up.
But be careful, Savanthan warns.
Instead of adding up various pieces
of information and assigning them
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IT’S AN INTROVERT’S LIFE
How to Make a Difference in
People’s Lives—Without a Word
By Peter Vogt
Don Anderson was remarkable.
He served in the U.S. Army during the demobilization period of
World War II, working as a baker on
a ship assigned to the Pacific region.
He was an accomplished musician, having taught himself to play
trumpet, piano, accordion, ukulele,
and violin.
He proved that the concept of
football fan is short for fanatic: At
one point he had seven VCRs running each day to record all the college and professional games he
wanted to (eventually) watch.
A trained accountant, he even
kept doing taxes for several family
businesses and long-time clients
until he was almost 90 years old.
Sadly, I’m learning all of this as
I read Anderson’s obituary in his
hometown newspaper, The Bemidji
(Minnesota) Pioneer. He died October 13, at the age of 93, after a short
battle with cancer.
But in a separate story, The Pioneer highlights yet one more way
Anderson stood out: For more than
30 years, he silently but reliably
touched the lives of passers-by,
many of them college students, as
they walked past his home on 14th
Street near the campus of Bemidji
State University.
To these people, Anderson was,
simply, the man in the window.
Day after day, he made their days
by simply sitting at his living room
picture window, smiling at them,
and waving.
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No words necessary.
“So many people said they didn’t
ever talk to him; they just waved and
smiled through the window and it
made them feel good,” Anderson’s
son Tim told The Pioneer.
“They’d go out of their way to get
their daily wave and smile from the
man in the window.”
So when Anderson passed away,
the family placed a small poster on
the window, letting passers-by know
what had happened.
“We didn’t know how to thank
them all,” Tim says, “because we
don’t know them. But he knew them
through the window.”
And when the cards started
rolling in, Tim and his family began
to see that the passers-by knew—
and, in their own way, treasured—
their father, too.
“I have been waving to your dad
for I believe four years,” wrote one
card sender, a recent BSU graduate.
“It made my day so much that I
would find myself going out of my
way to either drive by or walk by

your dad’s house to smile and wave
to him, even if I needed to be on the
opposite side of campus.”
“Even though we both only
shared brief smiles and waves with
your dad, he meant a lot to us and
was a source of constant positivity
throughout our college days,” read
the card that came from two other
BSU graduates.
“He was an amazing man.”
He sure was. And he pulled it off
without ever saying a word to the recipients of his warmth.
“In today’s world,” son Tim says,
“we need that kind of connection.”

See You in January—I’d Love Your Feedback!
We’ll be taking our customary break from publishing in December. See
you in January for the January 2021 issue!
Until then: Thanks, as always, for reading. I’m so grateful for you and
your interest and support.
I would love your feedback about Introvert Insights. If you’d be willing to
offer yours, please email me at: peter@introvertinsights.com.
Thanks again!
Peter Vogt, Editor and Publisher
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OWN IT

Order your 11x17-inch, glossy poster now at:

IntrovertInsights.com/Shop

PRACTICAL RESEARCH
In Many Ways, the Pandemic
Is Hitting Introverts Hardest
Contrary to what some might
think, the social distancing and lockdown measures we’ve all been facing
during the pandemic have taken a
greater psychological toll on introverts than on extraverts, suggests a
recent study in Frontiers in Psychology.
Conducted by Ph.D. student
Maryann Wei of the University of
Wollongong in Australia, the study
involved 114 participants from
around the world who completed
an introversion assessment as well
as measures of loneliness, anxiety,
depression, and cognitive impairment as they relate to the circumstances of dealing with COVID-19.
“I was motivated to conduct this
research in light of the wave of Inter-

net content being circulated depicting how introverts and extraverts are
responding to lockdown and social
distancing measures imposed as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic,”
Wei explains.
“I wanted to empirically test the
claim that introverts are faring better
than their extraverted counterparts.”
Wei found, though, that in many
ways the opposite is true.
In fact, the introverts in the study
reported more severe loneliness, as
well as heightened symptoms of depression and anxiety, compared with
the extraverts.
“Crucially,” Wei concludes,
“these findings have implications for
both consumers and disseminators
of information on popular Internet
hubs—specifically, to keep in view
that the notion of introverts thriving

under lockdown and social distancing conditions may not necessarily
be empirically supported.
“Mental health professionals
dealing with COVID-19-related
psychological issues should also be
aware that introverts may risk being
erroneously left out of the mental
health system.”
Sources: “Social Distancing
and Lockdown—An Introvert’s
Paradise? An Empirical Investigation on the Association Between
Introversion and the Psychological
Impact of COVID19-Related Circumstantial Changes,” Frontiers in
Psychology, 11 (September 17, 2020—
online); “Introverts Faring Worse
Than Extraverts Emotionally and
Psychologically Amid the COVID19 Pandemic,” PsyPost.org website,
October 2, 2020.

REFLECTIVE READS
Live a Big Life… Will Help You
Manage Imposter Syndrome
The subtitle of Live a Big Life in
a Quiet Way is “Strategies for Introverted Women to Overcome Imposter Syndrome,” but you’ll find
that the book speaks to you whatever
your gender—particularly if you too
feel like you’ll eventually be busted
as a fraud.
Author Lindsey Hood, a life and
executive coach in the United Kingdom, is sincere and refreshingly honest in her assessment of how difficult
it is to deal with imposter syndrome.
“I don’t think there is a cure for
[it],” Hood writes.
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“Unfortunately, if you’re susceptible to these feelings, I think they’re
likely to keep arising every time you
push yourself outside your comfort
zone or try something new.”
“Susceptible to,” however, isn’t
the same as doomed to, Hood stress-

es. Just as you know that getting
(and staying) in shape physically is
a habit and not an event, developing
(and maintaining) self-confidence is
also an ongoing task.
The good news, Hood says, is
that it is also a skill—and, “like any
skill, it can be learnt, practiced, developed, and honed.”
The exercises Hood offers will
get you started on your journey,
as will Hood’s encouraging words.
“You are unique, and you have
your own contributions, skills, experiences, and ways of seeing the
world,” she writes.
“You’re here for a purpose, and
you’re allowed to shine bright.”
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Continued from page 1
Sandstrom and Dunn put it in a
2014 journal article they wrote about
the study.
The other participants, conversely, were instructed to simply be
“efficient” while ordering: to just
“make your interaction with the
cashier as efficient as possible—
have your money ready, and avoid
unnecessary conversation.”
The study’s key finding: The people who interacted genuinely (if only
briefly) with the barista reported
greater positive affect afterwards—
and less negative affect—than the
participants who treated the experience as an impersonal transaction.
In particular, the interactors reported a greater sense of belonging
compared with the non-interactors.
But perhaps these findings were a
function of personality, you might
be thinking to yourself; maybe the
people who interacted genuinely
with the barista were more naturally
extraverted to begin with, and/or
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maybe the extraverts among them
reported more positive outcomes
than did the introverts among them.
But additional research conducted
by Sandstrom and Dunn suggests
otherwise.
In fact, in a series of 2014 followup studies involving first college
students and later community members, Sandstrom and Dunn found
that introverted participants who interacted with relative strangers (for
example, classmates or community
members they didn’t really know)
were often more apt than extraverts
to once again report greater feelings
of belonging afterwards.
“Indeed,” Sandstrom and Dunn
write in their journal article on these
additional findings, “having interactions with a broad range of network
members might be especially beneficial for those who are low in extraversion [i.e., introverts].”

Think “Weak Ties”
So as you go about your life, especially during these often difficult

days of the global pandemic, you
may want to change the way you
think about—and, especially, act toward—the “strangers” you run into
during your outings.
Maybe “strangers,” in fact, is the
wrong term. Perhaps, Sandstrom
and Dunn suggest, it’s best to instead
think of such people as “weak
ties”—and to then treat them as
such, not only for their benefit but,
ultimately, for your own as well.
“[W]e should not underestimate
the value of our acquaintances—interactions with weak ties are related
to our subjective well-being and feelings of belonging,” Sandstrom and
Dunn conclude.
“[T]he more peripheral members
of our social network shape our dayto-day happiness.
“So chat with the coffee barista,
work colleague, yoga classmate, and
dog owner—these interactions may
contribute meaningfully to our happiness, above and beyond the contribution of interactions with our close
friends and family.”
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“Solitude works when you feel satisfied on the whole with your
connection to other people. Once you have that basic need met,
it’s much easier to spend time alone.”
~ Kristen Radtke

“[I]t doesn’t matter what personality you have or how
introverted you might be. Confidence is a skill that can be
developed—and if you do it, your life can really change.”
~ Luisa Zhou

“Remember: The reason you can’t hear other people’s inner
monologues of self-doubt isn’t that they don’t have them. It’s
that you only have access to your own mind.”
Introvert Insights is published monthly
by Introvert Insights, LLC, 1036 38th
Street South, Moorhead, MN 56560.

IntrovertInsights.com
Copyright © 2020,
Introvert Insights, LLC.
All rights reserved.

~ Oliver Burkeman

“We must reflect on how much of what we ask quieter students
to do requires them to alter or suppress their own natures. They
should be helped to recognize, connect with, and celebrate their
strengths.”
~ Jamie Thom
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